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The analysis of vibrations of gasoline and diesel vehicles as a function  

of their engine sizes 
 

This paper presents a study of vibrations appearing in a vehicle in the process of its operation. The authors describe the primary 
source of the vibrations and their propagation in the entire structure. The observations were performed on the passenger cars with vari-
ous gasoline and diesel engines. The aim was to examine the level of damping factor in the different locations in the car, precisely speci-
fied for the purpose of this studies. The secondary goal was to develop an effective method of obtaining and analyzing signals generated 
during the engine operation. The chosen instrument was Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV), which is used as the non-intrusive measure-
ment utensil to detect velocity variations in designated places. The signals are gathered and collected as group of sinusoidal characteris-
tics in the time domain. In order to achieve specific information about every component of the original signal, the authors apply Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) as the analyzing method. It allows to distinct the basic sinusoidal characteristics in the frequency domain 
through the spectral analysis. Based on the results, the authors are able to distinguish the dominant modes from the complex signal and 
indicate their impact on the car. 
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1. Introduction 

The non-invasive diagnostic are always the most prefer-
able measurement methods in order to recognize current 
condition of the examined object, especially when there is 
no access to multiple, similar items and it is not allowed to 
damage the integrity of one’s parts. Considering these re-
quirements, it is always a challenge to perform valid and 
detailed measurements. Taking this into account, the certain 
collection of prerequisites has to be fulfilled: 
– understanding the theoretical basics of the measure-

ments, 
– proper interpretation of the results, 
– consideration of the outside disturbances. 

One of the information we can obtain from various ob-
jects is mechanical vibration. It is a phenomenon where 
kinetic energy is converted into potential energy and vice 
versa until the causing force ceases [1]. The complexity of 
measurements depends on numbers of degrees of freedom 
(DOF). In this particular case, the engine as well as the 
entire car structure has a huge number of the DOF. In order 
to simplify the calculations, the whole system is represented 
by deformable constraints, material particles and rigid bod-
ies, depending on the size of the object. The standard ap-
proach is to assume the system as continuous, where the 
number of the DOF is determined. It allows to use integral 
equations for this calculations, instead of differential ones 
for discretization [2]. 

The purpose of this research was to verify the genera-
tion of the vibrations and its dependence on the engine size, 
type of fuel and optional supercharging. 

2. Measurements 

2.1. Investigated objects 

The tests were performed on the three, new Fiat Bravo 
Model 198 cars: 54A, 54G and 54W with respectively en-
gines: gasoline 1.4BZ 90CV CD, gasoline supercharged 
1.4BZ 120CV CD and diesel supercharged 1.6 105CV CD. 
The engines were mounted crosswise. Their supports func-

tion as a structural connection between drive unit and the 
car body. Each support has a mount with rubber to mini-
malize the transmission of the driving vibrations generated 
by the engine and spread into the entire structure [3].  

 
Table 1. Engines specification [4] 

 Engine type 

1.4BZ 90CV 
CD 

1.4BZ 120CV 
CD 

1.6 105CV CD 

Engine 
capacity 
[cm3] 

 
1368 

 
1368 

 
1598 

Power [HP] 90 120 105 

Engine 
mounting 

Front crosswise Front crosswise Front crosswise 

Number of 
cylinders 

4 4 4 

Number of 
valves per 
cylinder 

 
4 

 
4 

 
4 

Type of 
camshaft 

OHC OHC DOHC 

 

 
Fig. 1. Elements for mounting examined object (1 – flexible connector on 
timing gear side, 2 – rigid support on timing gear side, 3 – flexible con-
nector on gearbox side, 4 – rigid support on gearbox side, 5 – reaction rod 
on differential gear side, 6 – rod fixing support on differential mechanism  
 side) [3] 
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2.2. Measurement system 

One of the non-invasive measurement method is laser 
vibrometry. In this research the system was based on Laser 
Doppler Vibrometer (LDV). It utilizes the Doppler effect, 
which is the change of length of the wave in relation to an 
observer who is moving relatively to the source. The laser 
head is both transmitting and receiving device. The laser 
beam comes out and returns to the head after reflection 
from the surface. This method allows to obtain velocity and 
relative displacement of moving objects [2]. 

The measuring system consists of a Polytec PSV I 400 
head, a OFV 5000 controller and a PSV W 400 supervision 
and acquisition device [5, 6]. 

During the measurements the cars were standing on 
their wheels. The crankshafts were rotated to the speed of 
2000 min.-1 in neutral gear. The test rig was positioned to 
measure the vertical-vector of the vibrations. Additional 
mirror was set to direct the laser beam (Fig. 2). 

The authors selected two measurements points (Fig. 3, 
4) on the unsprung mass to verify the difference of the 
detected vibrations.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Test rig (1 – laser head, 2 – mirror, 3 – measurement point on the 

engine mount) 
 

 
Fig. 3. Measurement point on the engine mount 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Measurement point on the door handle 

3. Results 
The measurements are presented in the diagrams below. 

The vibrations were registered as the time courses of ve-
locities and spectra in the frequency domain after Fast Fou-
rier Transform [7]. The waveforms were recorded for the  
2 seconds and with the 2048 Hz sampling frequency. This 
time period was chosen as adequate to recognize the char-
acteristic of stationary/non-stationary type of signal. At the 
same time, with such sampling frequency, it allowed to 
receive large amount of measurement samples as sufficient 
to perform the FFT.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Time course of the engine mount measurement point on the 1.4BZ 

90CV CD engine 
 

 
Fig. 6. Frequency spectrum of the engine mount measurement point on the 

1.4BZ 90CV CD engine 
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Fig. 7. Time course of the door handle point on the 1.4BZ 90CV CD 
 

 

Fig. 8. Spectrum of the door handle point on the 1.4BZ 90CV CD  
 

 

Fig. 9. Time course of the engine mount point on the 1.4BZ 120CV CD  
 

 
Fig. 10. Spectrum of the engine mount point on the 1.4BZ 120CV CD  

 

 

Fig. 11. Time course of the door handle point on the 1.4BZ 120CV CD  

 

Fig. 12. Spectrum of the door handle point on the 1.4BZ 120CV CD 
 

 

Fig. 13. Time course of the engine mount point on the 1.6 105CV CD  
 

 

 Fig. 14. Spectrum of the engine mount point on the 1.6 105CV CD  
 

 

Fig. 15. Time course of the door handle point on the 1.6 105CV CD 

 

 

Fig. 16. Spectrum of the door handle point on the 1.6 105CV CD  
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Table 2. Vibration velocities and magnitudes 

 Vmax 
[mm/s] 

Vav 
[mm/s] 

Magnitude 

E
ng

in
e 

m
ou

nt
 1.4BZ 90CV CD 0.077 0.000087 0.08 

1.4BZ 120CV CD 0.086 0.000084 0.121 

1.6 105CV CD 0.084 –0.00023 0.118 

D
oo

r 
ha

nd
le

 1.4BZ 90CV CD 0.000092 –0.000000047 0.000049 

1.4BZ 120CV CD 0.00014 –0.0000034 0.00017 

1.6 105CV CD 0.00036 –0.0000023 0.00048 

 
Based on the results, the authors were able to distinguish 

the damping ability of the vibrations transfer in the structure 
of the cars. The Fast Fourier Transform displayed the spec-
trum with the harmonic frequencies in every measurement 
run. The maximal values of those harmonics were most sig-
nificant in the recorded signals. Comparing spectra after 
measurements in the first and second point, the authors could 
calculate the created for this purpose damping coefficient, 
which indicates what the efficiency of the damping parts was.  

The coefficient was calculated as follows: 

c �
������	
� ��	� ���� ����� ����	��
 �����

������	
� ��	� ���� �����
 ����	��
 �����
  (1) 

Table 3. Damping coefficient 

Engine c 

1.4BZ 90CV CD 1633 

1.4BZ 120CV CD 712 

1.6 105CV CD 246 

4. Conclusions 

The vibrations as signals generated by the engine have 
stationary characteristic. This allows to perform Fast Fouri-
er Transform and obtain harmonic spectrum.  

The tendency of the maximum velocities increases with 
the engines with higher capacities and equipped with super-
charger. Simultaneously, the tendency of the average veloc-
ities decreases. 

In the gasoline engine, the damping phenomenon is 
lower in the car with more powerful engine with super-
charger. The least damped vehicle structure is supercharged 
Diesel engine with the highest engine capacity.  

The supercharger increases overall vibration level prop-
agated in the entire structure of unsprung mass.  

The damping of the mounting system is highly effective. 
The spectra present that the highest frequency magni-

tude occur in the low range, similarly in every case and 
independently of the size and type of engine.  

Based on the results, the authors would like to continue 
the research of such subject in broader range.  

It would be intentional to focus on higher number of ve-
hicle of different brands, engine sizes, body types, mileage 
and production year.  
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Nomenclature 

LDV laser doppler vibrometer 
FFT Fast Fourier Transform 
DOF degrees of freedom 

OHC overhead camsahft 
DOHC  double overhead camshaft 
HP horse power 
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